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Ferragamo's  revenues  were down in Q3. Image credit: Ferragamo

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Luxury Daily's live news from Nov. 12:

Ferragamo's Q3 revenues decline 3pc amid hit to Hong Kong retail

Italian fashion group Ferragamo's revenues for the first nine months of the year were up 2.3 percent from 2018,
despite a 2.9 percent dip in the third quarter.

Click here to read the entire article

Maserati piques customer interest with behind-the-scenes access to innovation lab

Opening the lab to customers and prospects gives them an idea of how the sausage is made, thus strengthening the
links between product and end-owner.

Click here to read the entire article

Vogue France launches first makeup trial on Web site via augmented reality

Vogue France will blend technology with its content, allowing readers to test makeup on its Web site using
augmented reality and bring fashion to life.

Click here to read the entire article

Fashion designer Prabal Gurung throws the book

Fashion designer Prabal Gurung, known for manufacturing locally in New York and supporting educational causes
in his country of birth, has published a coffee table book spelling out his philosophy, designs and key moments in
his career.

Click here to read the entire article
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Vacheron Constantin renewed cultural partnership with France's Louvre to birth exclusive timepieces

Swiss watchmaker Vacheron Constantin is partnering with Paris' Muse du Louvre after a short hiatus to collaborate
on projects in the fields of craftsmanship, haute horlogerie, art and culture.

Click here to read the entire article

Sotheby's Home branches into secondhand hard luxury

Consignment marketplace Sotheby's Home is expanding its offerings with the debut of a fine jewelry category.

Click here to read the entire article
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